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I OBJECT TO THE BYLONG COAL PROJECT

My name is Tane Schmidt. I am one of the few local residents left in the Wollar district.

I and my wife live on Ringwood Road between Wollar and Bylong. I am a cabinet-maker and
 builder by trade and regularly travel the Wollar Road, both in the Bylong direction and to
 Mudgee for work.

I now have to travel to Mudgee more often for supplies because hardware and building
 materials, mechanical services, gas and other requirements are no longer available in Wollar, as
 they had been before Peabody Energy bought the Wollar Shop.

My wife works at Wollar Nursery, currently a 15 minute drive from home. The property this
 business operates from has also been bought by Peabody and the nursery is shifting into
 Mudgee. My wife will then have a 2 hour daily round trip to work on the Wollar Road.

I am very concerned that Wollar Road is predicted to carry about 80% of all mine traffic to
 Bylong Mine including all heavy vehicle movements.

Wollar Road has a higher than average crash record now and the condition of the road is very
 poor and dangerous.

The Traffic and Transport Impact Assessment for Bylong Mine predicts that traffic movements
 between Mudgee and Wollar will increase by 302% during construction and 174% during mine
 operation. Traffic movements between Wollar and Bylong are predicted to increase by 461%
 during construction and 266% during peak production.

This is a major increase in daily traffic movements and will have a significant impact on Wollar
 Village and all local road users.

The sealing of the road between Bylong and Wollar will also attract more tourist traffic from
 Newcastle and the Hunter. It will become the most direct route to Mudgee showing up on
 people’s travel GPS. This will add to road safety issues with more caravans, boats and tailers
 being towed along this route.

The condition of the road out of Wollar and through the Munghorn is very poor and very
 dangerous with current traffic movements. The road has been designated a B-Double route with
 no major road upgrades undertaken for many years.

I do not support the Department of Planning’s position that the increase in traffic as a result of
 the Bylong Mine could be safely accommodated on the local and regional road network.

The road through the Mungorn needs a major safety upgrade to accommodate the increased
 mine vehicles, especially the oversized-overmass vehicles. At the moment there is nowhere to
 pull off if a large vehicle is on the road. There are places where B-Doubles have to straddle both
 lanes, conditions are scary.

I understand that Council is currently negotiating funding with KEPCO to pay for a safety upgrade
 of Wollar Road. It is important that the full length of the road from Wollar to Budgee-Budgee is
 fixed properly so that safety issues with potholes, crumbling pavement edges and narrow road
 width are sorted.



The funding needs to cover all the safety issues so that Wollar people can travel into Mudgee
 without risking our lives on a regular basis. I don’t want the next fatality on Wollar Road to be
 my wife or a neighbour or a tourist or in fact, anyone.

The remaining Wollar community is under enough stress caused by the social impacts of
 Wilpinjong Mine and the noise, dust, stink and current mine traffic.

Mine contractors are not known for sticking to speed limits. Many already travel through Wollar
 from the Hunter like the proverbial bats out of hell.

We need assurance that Wollar Road through the Munghorn will be safe for local road users if
 Bylong Mine is approved with all the heavy vehicles, contractors and construction workers using
 this route on a daily basis.

Thank you

Tane Schmidt

Wollar 2850




